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Abstract 
We discuss an inverse source problem for three-dimensional Poisson equation. The source term is expressed as a dipole 
that consists of two contiguous point sources. Our problem is estimating the dipole moment and its location under the 
condition that the potential and flux can be observed on the boundary. We propose a numerical method based on a 
weighted residual approach, which need not use direct analysis for the governing equation. The method should be reliable 
since the error caused by the numerical integration and observation noise can be evaluated theoretically. The effectiveness 
of the method is shown by numerical examples. ~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
A MS classification: primary 93B30; secondary 35J05; 65P05 
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1. Introduction 
Inverse source problem has attracted great attention, and many theoretical studies have been devel- 
oped about uniqueness of solution and its stability in the problem [7-9]. From the numerical point of 
view, several methods for inverse source problem have been presented in recent years [5, 6]. How- 
ever, these numerical methods need direct analysis for the governing equation and the reliability 
of numerical solutions is not discussed in enough detail. Thus, we consider developing a numerical 
method that need not direct analysis for the governing equation and that guarantees the reliabil- 
ity of numerical solutions. For the problem governed by the Poisson equation, we have presented 
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some estimation methods of point sources that need not direct analysis for the goveming equation 
[3, 4, 10]. However, the error caused by the numerical integration and observation oise is not 
considered in the mathematical formulation. 
We now consider developing a numerical method for the problem governed by three-dimensional 
Poisson equation. The source term is expressed as a dipole that consists of two contiguous point 
sources, which is one of the important source models used in the mathematical pproach for inverse 
source problems. Our problem is estimating the dipole moment and its location from the potential and 
flux observed on the boundary. Such a problem is a very important subject since this mathematical 
model may be applied to the practical problems in various engineering fields. 
The numerical method proposed here is based on a weighted residual approach using harmonic 
functions for weighting functions. We obtain boundary integral equations using these harmonic func- 
tions, and estimate the dipole moment and its location from the combination of these integral equa- 
tions. Furthermore, the estimation error of the source term can be evaluated from the bound of the 
error caused by the numerical integration and observation oise. Thus, the result obtained by the 
method should be reliable for the noisy observation case. Some numerical examples are given to 
demonstrate he effectiveness of the method. 
2. Weighted residual approach 
An inverse source problem is considered for the three-dimensional Poisson equation 
Au(x)= ~-~2+~-~22+~-~3 2 u(x)=f (x ) ,  x=(~l ,{2 ,{3)ca ,  (2.1) 
where f~ is a simply connected omain with smooth boundary F. Suppose that the source term f (x )  
is expressed as the following dipole: 
f (x )=p{b(X- -Xa) - -a (X - -Xb)} ,  Xa, XbEK2, Xa#Xb, p>0,  (2.2) 
where 6(.) denotes the three-dimensional Dirac's delta distribution. The source term f (x )  has three 
unknown parameters xa, Xb, and p. Our problem is to estimate unknown source term f (x )  from 
observations of the potential u and its normal derivative Ou/~n on the boundary F, where n is the 
unit outward normal to F. We transform parameters xa, Xb, and p into m, c, and r such that 
1 l lxa - xbl > 0. (2.3) m=p(x~- -  Xb)#O, C=$(X~ + Xb), r=2 
Note that m and c correspond to the dipole moment and its location, respectively. We consider 
estimating m, c, and r for the determination of source term f (x )  since unknown parameters Xa, Xb, 
and p are written by 
m m [ml 
x ~ = c + -(--~] r, x b = c - -~[ r, P= 2 r 
Here, a weighted residual approach is used for the estimation of parameters m, c, and r. 
A weighted residual statement for the Poisson equation (2.1) is expressed by 
faw(x)Au(x)d Q= faw(x)f(x)dO, 
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where w(x)E C 2 is a weighting function [1]. By applying Green's theorem, the above equation 
becomes 
f r  (w(X)~n(X)-u(X)~n(X))dF+ f u(x)ZXw(x)dO-- f w(x)f(x)dO. 
A harmonic function is used for the weighting function w(x), then 
f r  (w(X)~n(X) - U(X)~n (X)) dF= f w(x)f(x)dO. (2.4) 
Substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.4), we have 
f (w(x)~(x)  u(X)~n (X)) d r :  p{w(xo) - w(xb)}. (2.5) I(w) ~ Jr 
We calculate I(w) by the numerical integration using observations of u and Ou/On on the whole 
boundary F. But, in practical cases, this calculated value contains the error caused by the numerical 
integration and noisy observation data of u and Ou/dn. In the following discussion, i(w) denotes the 
value obtained by the numerical integration using noisy observations. Furthermore, we assume that 
the bound of I](w)- I(w)l is known as follows: 
I](w) - I(w)l <~ E(w). (2.6) 
Practically, it is reasonable to assume that E(w) is also bounded by a sufficiently small constant EB: 
E(w) <~ EB << 1. 
3. Estimation of  source term 
3.1. Estimation of parameter m=p(xa - Xb) 
The parameter m is estimated using following harmonic functions as weighting functions: 
WI(X)=~I, W2(X) : ~2, W3(X) ~--- ~3. 
From Eq. (2.5), it is clear that 
(l(Wl), I(w2 ), I(w3 )) 
: (p{w, (Xa) -- W, (X~)}, p{w2(xa) -- W2(X~)}, p{w3(xo) -- w3(X~)} ) 
:p(x~ - xb)=m. 
As shown in Section 2, I(w~ ), I(w2), and I(w3) are not exactly computable because we must calculate 
these values by the numerical integration using noisy observations. Hence, ](wl ), i(wz), and .i(w3) 
are used instead of true values I(wl), I(w2), and I(w3), respectively. Let th be the estimated vector 
of m such that 
,h = j(w~ ), i(w~ ), i(w3 )). 
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From Eq. (2.6), we can obtain the following bound for [ th -  ml: 
]rh - ml  = {(£(w l  ) - I(wl ))2 + ( i (w2)  - I (w2) )  2 + (](w3) - 1(w3) )2}  1/2 
~< {E(Wl )2 + E(w2)2 + E(w3)2}I/2 : Cm =O(EB). 
Clearly, the value of em can be obtained from E(wi) for i = 1,2, 3. 
3.2. Estimation of  parameter c=(xa + Xb)/2 
We can choose the following orthonormal basis {ei}~=l: 
rh 
e l : ] -~ l ,  el -e2=el  .e3=e2.e3 :0 ,  
where ei .e j  denotes an inner product of vectors e~ and ej. Let e be the unit vector such that 
m m X a - -  X b 
e--[ml 2pr 2r 
Although the above unit vector e is not obtainable, lel - e[ is estimated by 
th m I Imla,- ]a, lml 
l e l -e l - -  I~l [ml = [,'hllml 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
= I [ml(,h - m)lmllml- (l'h[ - Im[ )m 
~< Iml~ + cmlml _ 2em - -  ee  =O(EB). 
la, llml I,~1 - 
Here we define ci and r i ( i - -  1,2,3) such that 
1 c~=c . ei= i(x~ • ei + Xb " ei), r i = re  • ei - -  - -  
m • e i 
- ~(Xa .e i  - Xb" el). 2p 
The following harmonic functions are used for the estimation of unknown parameter c: 
w4(x) = x .  el, 
ws(x )=(x .e l )2  _ ½{(x. e2) 2 + (x" e3)2}, 
w6(x) = (x .e l ) (x .  e2), 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
W7(/) : (X" el )(X- e3). 
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From Eqs. (2.5) and (3.4), I(W4), I(Ws), I(W6), and I(WT) become 
/(W4) = p(Xa "el --  Xb "el )=2pr l  , 
l(ws) = p{(Xa" el)2 _ (Xb" el)2} 
P[{(x, .  e2) 2 -- (xb" e2) z} + {(Xa" e3) 2 -- (Xb" e3)2}] 
2 
= 4prl cl -- 2p(r2c2 + r3c3), (3.5) 
/(W6) = p{(Xa "el)(x~" e2) -- (Xb "el)(x~" e2)} 
= p{(cI + rl )(c2 + r2) - (cl - rl )(c2 - r2)} =2prlc2 + 2pr2cl, 
/(W7) = p{(Cl -t- rl )(c3 + r3) - (cl - rl )(c3 - r3)}=2prlc3 q- 2pr3cl. 
Since [el -e l  is bounded by ee, we have 
I(wa)=2prl =2pre.el =2pr{el "el + (e - el)" el} ~> 2pr(1 - Ce) >0. 
From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), cl, c2, and c3 are written by 
I(ws) r2c2 q- r3c3 l(w6) r2cl I(w7) r3cl 
Ci - -  _ _  -~- , C2- -  _ _  __ ,  C 3 - - - -  
2I(w4) 2rl l(w4) rl I (w4)  rl 
Since ci is defined by ci = c.  e~ in Eq. (3.4), parameter c is given as follows: 
C ~ Clel q- c2e2 + c3e3 
_ ~ I(ws) + r2c2+r3c3} el + ~' l (w6)__r2c l}  ez q- { I (w7) r3c l}  e3. 
[. 2I(w4) 2rl I. I(w4) rl I(w4) rl 
Here let 
1(w5) e I(W6)e /(w7) 
c--2I-~4) 1+ + I(w4) 2 /~4)es ,  
then 
[~(r2c2+r3c3) zrl \ (r2cl~2rl / 
le - cl =.  ; -  + 
+ \ rl (r3cl/~2}1/2 
Using Eqs. (3.4), (3.2) and (3.1), the following inequality holds for i=  2,3: 
r~ m.ei = ~ ie i+(m-th) .e i  )h le l .e ,+(m- lh ) .e i  
= m.e ,  e ,+- - ( -m- -~h)  el )hlel:e--~+(m rh) el 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(m - th)  . ei <<. Em (3.10) 
-- la, I ¥ el I~h[- era" 
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From Eqs. (3.4), (3.9) and (3.10), the bound of 1; - cl is given by 
1; - cl G ,,,‘- E, [{max(Ic2l, 1c31>)’ + 21421”2 
JZE, 
G lhl - E, ICI =wB>lcl. 
(3.11) 
Since values of I, I(w5), Z(w6), and Z(w,) are not exactly computable, we consider estimating 
unknown parameter c by the following vector 2: 
c^= bd ,. 
21(W) 
Here Ic^ - EJ is written by 
2 ‘12 
11 
. 
Since Ii - I( d E(wi)y we have 
jtwi) ICwi) f(Wi){l(w4) - f(w4)) - f(w4){1(wi) - i(wi)} --- = 
i(w4) I(w4 ) f(w4 Y(w4) 
= & E(l(W4) - i(W4)) - (I(wi) - i(wi)ii 
1 
G.. 
f(w > 
I(w4) - E(w4) iI ~ f(w4) 
E(W4) + E(Wi) 
I 
E E4,i =O(EJj). 
Thus, the bound of Ic^ - El is given by 
Ii2 
It- c, d - E,=O(E,). 
From Eqs. (3.11) and (3.14), Ii- cl is estimated by 
Solving the above inequality for 12 - cl, we can obtain the estimation error for c as follows: 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Note that the value of eC can be obtained from i(Wi) and E(wi) for i = 1,2,. . . ,7. 
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3.3. Estimation o f  parameter = Ixa - Xb] /2  
Let Oh(X),rlz(X),q3(x)) be the orthogonal coordinates of x -  ~, such that 
r l i (x)=(x - ~) . e i for i=1,2,3.  
For the estimation of r, we use the harmonic function 
W8(X)=~I (X)  3 - -  3{~l(X)~]2(X)2 -~- ~I(X)~]3(X)2}. 
From Eq. (2.5), I (ws) is written by 
I(ws ) = p{ ~, (xo)3 _ ~, (x~)3 } _ ~ [{ ~1 (xo)n2(xo)2 _ . ,  (x~)n2(xb)2 } 
+ {ql(xa)q3(x~) 2 - rh(Xb)q3(Xb)2}]. (3.16) 
The definition of rli(x) and Eq. (3.4) gives 
qi(xa)=qi(c) + ri, rli(xb)=qi(c) -- ri. 
Substituting the above equation into Eq. (3.16), I(w8) becomes 
I(ws) = p{2r~ + 6rl,~(c) 2} - 3p{r, rl2(c) 2 + 2rzrh(C)rh(C ) + r,r~ 
+ rlq3(c) 2 + 2r3rh(C)q3(c) + rlr~}. 
We divide I(w8) by I (w4)=2prl  >0 such that 
I(w8) 3 2 r2 ) ~=r2_3  2 r12) + --r~ - ~( r  2 q- 3 + ~(r - 
r 2 1 2 = 5(5rl - 3r 2) + e=~{S(e ,  e,) 2 - 3} + e, (3.17) 
where 
3 2 ~=-3q1(C)2 -- ~{q2(C) -~ ?']3(C)2}- 3 {r2t]l(c)t]2(¢) - I - r l  ~13t]l(C)t]3(c)} " 
Therefore, Eq. (3.17) gives 
r2 2 ( I (w8) ) 
- -5 (e 'e l )2 - -3  \I(w4) ~ . (3.18) 
From bounds (3.10) and rh(c) 2 + q2(c) 2 + t/3(c) 2 ~< e~, we obtain 
3Cm I~,(c)l(l~z(c)l+l~3(c)l) 
3era v/-z{irtl(C)l=}~/z{irt2(c)l = + 1~3(c)l=},/z ~< 3e~ + Iml- e----2 
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3Cm [._~__~ { [~1 (C)12 _~_ 1/.]2(C)12 _~_ 1q3(C),2 } ]~< 3~ + lazl - ~m 
3Cm /V/2 2"~ 
~< 382c + I~--~¢m t ~-8c)  ~-~B=O(Eg)" (3.19) 
3 0~ ~ --~{?]2(C) 2 q- ~]3(C) 2} 3¢m 
Iml- Cm 
--Ir#l(C)l(Ir#2(c)l + Ir#3(c)l) 
3 
t,v ~ ~b = O(EI~).  (3.20) 
In Eq. (3.18), we must evaluate r by using L -  i(W8)/i(W4) instead of I(w8)/I(w4) since the exact 
value of I(w8)/I(w4) cannot be obtained. In the same way as Eq. (3.13), we have 
I r -  E ~ I (w8)  <~[r + E48. 4,8"~ I(w4 ) 
Furthermore [el - el ~<Ce gives 
11 - e-el l  =[e . (e -  el)l~<ce. 
From Eqs. (3.18)-(3.22), the parameter r satisfies the following inequality: 
¢ 2(L - E4,8 - 0~B) /2([, q- E4, 8 -- 0~b) 5(1 -~'-Ce) 2 -  3 ~<r~< v 5-(i ~¢~-~-2---~ " 
Let f be the estimated value of r such that 
( 1/2( [ r  q- g4,8 -- OCb) /2( I r  -- g4,8 -- O~B) ~ V +V ). 
In this case, we can obtain the bound of estimation error [? - r[ as follows: 
I~- rl'<-I (/2(Z+E4'8--~b) /2([r--E4,8--~B)'~ 
"~2 V 5 -~-c - -~ 2- -~ -V  5( -1~-~ 2---~ ) ~-Cr. 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
Since Eqs. (3.18) and (3.21) mean that L ~r2 for sufficiently small EB, the bound c, satisfies 
G = O(EB/r). 
It is noted that the value of ~r can be obtained from [(wi) and E(wi) for i=  1,2,.. . ,8. 
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4. Numerical examples 
In this section, the effectiveness of our method is shown by several numerical examples where 
the domain I2 is given by a cube 
(2={X=(~, ,~2,~3)10<~,<1,  0<~2<1,  0<~3<1}.  
As shown in Section 2, the estimation of m, c, and r needs the numerical integration using the 
observations of  u and Ou/On on the boundary. In the examples, observations are made at 31 × 31 
points on each surface of f2. That is, u and ,~u/On are observed at 
Xl,i, j = (0, ih,jh), x2,i,j = (1, ih, jh), x3,i, j = (ih, O,jh), 
x4,i, j = (ih, l,jh), xs, i4:( ih, jh,  O), x6,i,j=(ih,jh, 1), i , j=0 , . . . ,30 ,  
where h = ~. Let fi and ~ be observations of the potential u and normal derivative Ou/On, respectively. 
We consider the case that these observations fi and 0 contain observation oise, such that 
~l(Xk, i,j) = {1 + al(xk, i,y)} u(xk.i,S), 
c~u (4.1) 
q(Xk, i,j) : {1 + ~2(Xk, i,j)}-~R(Xk, i,j) , k = 1,2,... ,6, i, j =0 , . . .  ,30, 
where a1(x~,ij) and az(Xk, ij) are uniform random numbers under the condition that 
Io',(Xk,~,j)[, Io'2(xk, i j)l < 10 -4. 
We numerically integrate I(w) applying a Simpson's ½ rule on each surface of g2, and let [(w) be 
the numerical value of I(w). Since fi(xk, i,j) and 0(Xk, i,j) are used in the numerical integration, [(w) 
is expressed as follows: 
630{ ~l(Xk, i,j) O_~R(Xk, i,j) } ](w) = ~ ~ aij W(Xk, i j)O(Xk, i,j) -- , (4.2) k=l i,j=O 
1 where ai4 is a coefficient owing to a Simpson's g rule. 
As shown in Eq. (2.6), we have to decide E(w) for the evaluation of the error I ] (w) -  I(w)]. 
From Eqs. (2.5), (4.1) and (4.2), the error I ] (w) -  I(w)l is written by 
Ihw) -/(w)l {630{ ( ) }} 
= Z Z aij w(xk, i4) qt(xk, id) -- -~n(Xk, i,j) -- (fi(xk, i,j) -- U(Xk, i4))~n(Xk, i y) k=l i,j=O 
/ 6 30 / / / ~n w/ / dF ~u Ow ~u u - -  
+ Z E ai4 W(Xk, i j)-~n(Xk, i4) -- U(Xk, id)~n(Xk, ij) -- f W-~n -k=l i,j=O 
630(  (~U ~W ) 
~ ~ a,,j G2(Xk, i,j)W(Xk, i,j)-~n(Xk, i,j) -- (Yt(Xk, i,j)U(Xk, i , j )~(Xk ,  i,j) k=l i,j=O 
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6 3 0 (  ) ( ~w)  d/.  ' 
~u ~?w ~?u U~-n q- Z ~ ai,j W(Xk, i J) n(Xk, i j) -- u(xk, i,j)- n(Xk, i j) -- f W-~n -- 
k= 1 i,j=O 
C n -A I-Cd. 
The errors en and ea are caused by the observation oise and numerical integration, respectively. 
Now, we might expect statistical consideration i order to evaluate the bound of on, such that [2] 
[ 6 30 { (l~(Xk, i j)~_~(Xk, i,j))2}] 1/2 Cn .,< 10-4 Z Z a  2 ^ 2 i4 (W(Xk, i,j)q(xk.i4)) + =E,. 
k=l i]=0 
Furthermore, we may evaluate the bound of ca by 
e, Ii(w) - i3 /8 (w) [   -Ed. 
3 rule. Practically, the following where ]3/8(w) denotes the numerical result obtained by a Simpson's 
inequality is appropriate for the evaluation of the error l i (w) -  l(w)l: 
I](w) - I(w)l ~<E, + Ed =E(w).  
The proposed method is applied to several examples where the true value of parameter m is 
given by 
(0.1 0.1 0.~33) 
m= VS.V . 
At first, we consider the case that the dipole is located near the center of the domain f2. Now, true 
values of parameters c and r are 
c : (0.5,0.55,0.6), r= 10 - I ,  10 -2, 10 -3, 10 -4. 
The estimation results are shown in Tables 1-3, where 
EB,, = max E(wi), EB,. = max E(wi), EBr = max E(wg). 
i=1,2,3 i=1,...,7 i=1,...,8 
In this case, both of the estimation errors and these bounds remain less than 7-10 -4, and the 
evaluation of estimation errors is successful for all examples. Especially, for the estimation of m 
and c, the estimation errors and these bounds remain less than 2.10 -5. The bounds Cm, C~, and cr 
are proportional to EB,,, EBc, and EBb~r, respectively. 
Table 1 
Estimation results of parameter m for c = (0.5, 0.55, 0.6) 
Im - ml em EBm 
r= 10 -j 1.79.10 -7 5.05.10 -7 3.16.10 -7 
r = 10 -2 1.66.10 7 5.05.10 -7 3.16.10 -7 
r : 10 -3 1.66.10 -7 5.05.10 -7 3.16.10 -7 
r= 10 -4 1.66.10 -7 5.05.10 -7 3.16.10 -7 
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Tab le  2 
Es t imat ion  results o f  parameter  c for c = (0 .5 ,0 .55 ,0 .6 )  
149 
I~ - cl ec EB, 
r= 10 - I  3 .94 .  10 -7  1.44- 10 -5 5 .65 .10  -7  
r = 10 -2  4 .09 .  10 -7  1.43 • 10 -5  5.61 • 10 -7  
r = 10 -3  4 .09 .10  -7  1.43 • 10 -5  5.61 • 10 -7  
r = 10 -4  4 .09 .10  -7  1.43- 10 -5  5.61 • 10 -7  
Tab le  3 
Est imat ion  results o f  parameter   for ¢ = (0.5, 0.55, 0.6)  
[ t: - r I er EBr/r 
r = 10 - I  3 .29-  10 -6  7 .97 .10  -6  5.65 • 10 -6  
r= 10 -2  3 .20 .10  -5 5 .09 .10  -5 5.61 • 10 -5 
r= 10 -3 2 .12 .10  -4  4 .19 .10  -4  5.61 • 10 -4  
r = 10 -4  5.46.  10 -4  6.46 .10  4 5.61 • 10 -3 
Tab le  4 
Es t imat ion  results o f  parameter  m for c = (0.8, 0.8, 0.8) 
Im - ml cm EBm 
r = 10 - j  1.94- 10 -6  6 .72 .10  -5  3 .89 .10  -5 
r= 10 -2 2 .16 .10  -7  1 .65 .10  -5 9 .66 .10  -6  
r = 10 -3 2.11 • 10 -7 1.71 • 10 -5 1 .00 .10  -5 
r= 10 -4  2.11 • 10 -7  1.71 • 10 -5 1 .00 .10  5 
Tab le  5 
Es t imat ion  results o f  parameter  c for c = (0 .8 ,0 .8 ,0 .8 )  
]~ - c I c,. EB,. 
r = 10 - I  1 .88 .10  -5  2 .77 .  10 -3  1.04. 10 -4  
r = 10 -2  5 .82 .  10 -6  6.61 - 10 -4  2 .19-  10 -5 
r = 10 -3  5 .86 .10  -6  6.87-  10 -4  2.29-  10 -5 
r = 10 -4  5 .86 .10  -6  6 .88 .10  -4  2.29-  10 -5 
Next, our method is applied to the case that the dipole is located near the comer of  domain f2. 
True values of  parameters c and r are 
c = (0 .8 ,0 .8 ,0 .8 ) ,  r=  10 - t ,  10 -2, 10 -3, 10 -4. 
The est imat ion results are shown in Tables 4 -6 .  As shown in these tables, the bounds E m and e, 
remain less than 7 .10  -4 without  the case o f  r = 10 -1 . For the case o f  r = 10 - t  , the bounds em and 
ec are larger than those o f  other cases because the location o f  xa is too c lose to the boundary. 
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Table 6 
Estimation results of parameter r for c = (0.8, 0.8, 0.8) 
[~- rl cr Es,/r 
F : 10-- 1 4 .02"  10 5 4 .65  • 10 -4  1 .04"  ] 0 3 
r = 10 -e 8.42.10 5 1.99. 10 -4  2.19.10 3 
r = 10 3 2.89.10 4 1.29.10 3 2.29.10 2 
r = 10 4 1.09.10 3 1.19.10 3 2.29.10 I 
5. Conclusions 
An inverse source problem has been discussed for the Poisson equation whose source term is given 
by an unknown dipole that consists of two contiguous point sources. Our problem is estimating the 
dipole moment, center of two point sources, and distance between contiguous point sources under 
the condition that the potential and its normal derivative can be observed at finite points on the 
boundary. The proposed method is based on a weighted residual approach using harmonic functions 
for weighting functions. Since the method needs the numerical integration using observations on the 
boundary, the estimation result always contains the errors caused by the numerical integration and 
observation oise. However, our approach is reliable because we have shown that the error bounds 
could be evaluated theoretically. 
Several numerical examples are considered in the case that a dipole is located near the center 
of cubic domain and the case that a dipole is near the comer of the domain. In both of these two 
cases, the estimation result is obtained with a high accuracy for dipole moment m and center c, 
although the estimation result of distance r is not when r is extremely small. However, in the 
practical problem determining a dipole, there are very few cases where the estimation of distance r
is required. Therefore, the results of numerical examples how that our estimation method is effective 
for a dipole of the Poisson equation. 
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